Abstract-In this paper we adopt the Stochastic Fluid Modeling framework for management and control of commonication networks and attempt to explicitly model feedback controlled sources. Specifically, the inflow process consists of a feedback controlled source which is modelled as a hybrid automaton (it has both, time-driven as well as event-driven dynamics). This paper derives Infinitesimal Perturbation Analysis (IPA) derivative estimators for the buffer occupancy and throughput with respect to a node parameter (i.e., the buffer size). As also shown in earlier work 111, 121, 131, such estimators are used together with stochastic approximation techniques to dynamically determine the optimal operating point.
INTRODUCTION
Managing and operating large scale communication networks is a challenging task and it is only expected to get worse as networks grow larger and larger. The managing difficulties stem from the fact that modeling and analysis of large scale communication networks is an excessively difficult task. The natural modeling framework for packet-based communication networks is provided through queueing system, however, the huge traffic volume that networks are supporting today makes such models highly impractical. If, on the other hand, we are to resort to analytical techniques from classical queueing theory, we find that traditional traffic models, largely based on Poisson processes, need to be replaced by more sophisticated stochastic processes that capture the bursty nature of realistic traffic. At the same time we need to account for the fact that the stochastic processes involved are time-varying, i.e., no stationarity assumption and, in addition, we need to explicitly model buffer overflow phenomena which typically defy tractable analytical derivations.
An altemative to queueing models is a hybrid modeling paradigm that is based on Stochastic Fluid Models (SFM) which have recently been shown to be especially useful for analyzing various kinds of high-speed networks (see [4] , [51, [6] , [7] and references therein). Using this modeling framework a new approach for network management is being developed which is based To date, the use of IPA for the control of a single class traffic in a single-node SFM has been studied in [I] where the buffer capacity is adjusted to optimize a performance measure of interest. In [2], [3] the approach is extended to include multiple classes of traffic with multiple thresholds while in [9] the approach is extended to a tandem network with a single traffic class. A common assumption in the models described above [I], [2] , [3], [9] is that the packet arrival and service processes are independent of the control parameters, i.e., the various thresholds. In the context of the current computer networks, this assumption is valid for UDP (User Datagram Protocol) traffic however it is invalid for TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) traffic. In this paper, we extend the framework and study a class of feedback controlled sources of traffic. As explained in the next section, this class of sources is modelled as hybrid automaton [IO] which falls in the hybrid TCP modeling framework developed in [Ill. The first contribution of this paper is the derivation of IPA sensitivity estimates of performance measures such as average buffer content and throughput with respect to the buffer thresholds. Feedhack controlled traffic is also studied in [I21 however, the problem studied in [12] is in the context of manufacturing systems and the source model used is different. Other efforts to include different forms of feedback controlled traffic include [13]. Another contribution of this paper is that the proposed model explicitly addresses the propagation delay in providing feedback to the source. Such propagation delay is typical in current computer communication networks.
interest (e.g., packet delay) with respect to the control pa-11. SYSTEM MODEL The SFM setting is based on the fluid-flow world-view The system is characterized by a set of stochastic processes, all defined on a common probability space ( 0 , 3 , P ) . As already mentioned, in [I] it is assumed that a(t) is independent of the buffer capacity b = 6' which will constitute the parameter we will concentrate on for the purposes of IPA. In this paper we relax this assumption and allow the source's i d o w rate to depend on the parameter 6' as shown in Fig. 1 . Specifically, we assume that the source can be in either of two states and in each state it can transmit at rates al(t) or az(t) respectively. Both, a l ( t ) and az (t) are time varying random functions locally independent of 8. On the other band, the state transitions depend on 8 and as a result the resulting a o w process a(t; 8) is a function of 8. The specific dependence on 8 will be considered in a following subsection. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 1 we assume a second uncontrolled traffic source with an inflow rate u(t) which, in the context of communication networks may correspond to traffic like UDP; u(t) < w is also a random time-varying function. The above processes evolve over a given time interval [O,T] for a given fixed
O<T<CU.

A. System Dynamics
To simplify the notation, we define the net inflow rate
and similarly define
A l ( t ) = al(t)+u(t)-P(t) and Az(t) = az(t)+u(t)-@(t).
The buffer content is defined by the following one-sided differential equation,
whose initial condition will be set to x ( 0 ; S ) = xo; for simplicity, we set 20 = 0 throughout the paper. The outflow
dx(t; 8 )
0,
A(t;6'), otherwise i f x(t;6') = 0 and A(t;6') 5 0, if z(t; 8) = b and A ( t ; 8 ) 2 0, dt+ rate 6(t; 6') is defined by and the overflow rate y(t; 6') is given by,
y ( t ; e ) = For completeness we assume that losses of the two types of traffic a(t; 6') and u(t) are proportional to the i d n w rates of each traffic. This SFM can be viewed as a dynamical system whose input consists of the three processes {a(t; O ) } , {~( t ) } , and {@(t)}, its state is comprised of the buffer content process, and its output includes the outflow and overflow processes. This system is also viewed as a Discrete
Event System where we identify the following events. el:
buffer becomes full,
buffer becomes empty,
e5:
e6:
buffer ceases to be empty, buffer ceases to be fur/, sign of A(t; 6') changes from positive to negative, sign of A(t; 6') changes from negative to positive.
Some events are shown in Fig. 2 which shows a typical sample path of the system; for example vo corresponds to an el, w 1 to an ez, vz to an e3 and ws to an ea. 
B. State Transition Mechanism of the Hybrid Automaton
In this section we examine the state transition mechanism of the source process a(t,Q). We assume that initially it starts transmitting according to a l ( t ) until the huffer becomes full (say at time w1 as in Fig. 2 ). At this point the node will send a signal to the source to change its transmission rate. The signal will arrive at the source after a generally random delay 7 and will cause a transition from state 1 to state 2 (point 71 in Fig. 2 ). Thus the new transmission rate will become az(t). At this point, assuming the source was effectively controlled, one would have expected the buffer content x ( t ) to cease to be full.
However, as indicated in Fig. 2 , this does not happen until C time units later, where C is another random variable.
This delay is used to model the propagation delay from the source to. the huffer. In addition, C is needed because it is possible that at the time of the state transition, the net inflow to the huffer might still he greater than the server capacity (i.e., A(t; 8 ) > P(t)) due to the uncontrolled flow u(t). The source will continue transmitting at a rate az(t)
until the next time the buffer will become full. At this point, again the node will send a signal to the source to change its transmission rate. The signal will amve at the source after a random delay T and will cause a transition from state 2 to state 1 and so on.
Remark I : The function a;(t) i = 1 , 2 can be any general, random, and time varying function, as long as it is finite. For effective congestion control however, one might expect that at the transition time, u ; ( t ) starts small and is an increasing functions of time t . This is consistent with TCP's slow start and congestion avoidance states. For the purposes of this paper, the random delay T will be considered as linearly dependent on 0, i.e.,
where c >_ 0 constant, and d is a random variable independent of B. Note that this model allows for c = 0 which makes T independent of 0. Furthermore, the random delay C will be assumed independent of B. 
W ( T ; B ) = -J b(t;O)dt
We point out that from Q ( T , 0) it is possible to get delay related measures using Little's Law (see [15] ). Furthermore, it is worth pointing out that unlike the problem formulation in earlier work [l], [2] (with uncontrolled source models), the problem considered in this paper does not include the loss volume metric. Rather, in this paper we have substituted the loss volume with the throughput metric. The justification for this change is based on the fact that l T T o in feedback controlled sources (such as TCP sources) lost packets are retransmitted. Furthermore, it is uncle& whether it is effective (or desirable) to control packet losses from feedback controlled sources by changing the buffer size'.
Having no buffer, implies minimum packet delay however, this seriously restricts the system's throughput. To trade off between the two measures we define an objective function which is a linear combination of the two. Of course one is interested in minimizing the average delay while maximizing the expected throughput, thus we define the following objective function
minJ(T;O) = I E [ Q ( T ; O ) ] -hIE[W(T;O)] (7)
where h 2 0 is an appropriate scaling constant
INFINITESIMAL PERTURBATION ANALYSIS (IPA)
As in earlier work, we divide the system sample path in buffering periods (BP) and Empty Periods (EP) (a typical BP is shown in Fig. 2) . Thus the sample functions of ( 5 ) and (6) can be rewritten as where NT is the random number of BPs in the interval [0, TI, vk,o denotes the beginning of the the kth BP while wk,sk denotes its end time. For the analysis that follows we are only considering a single BP and in order to simplify the notation we drop the index k. We also use the notation u -~ to indicate the ending time of the previous BP. Fig. 2 shows a typical buffering period which is divided into intervals p ; = [w;, w;+~), i = 0,. . . , S -1. Before we proceed with the derivation of the P A derivatives we make the following mild assumption that guarantees the existence of derivatives.
a. a,(t) < CO, az(t) < CO, U ( t ) < CO, and P(t) < CO for Assumption I : All three parts of Assumption 1 are mild technical conditions, Regarding part c, we point out that if it is violated, one-sided derivatives may still be used, however we make the assumption to simplify our analysis.
In addition, to simplify the notation we define the processes G ; ( t ) and G,(t), where, G l ( t ) = A l ( t ) if the previous BP ended when the source was in state 1, and G l ( t ) = Az(t) if the previous BP ended when the source tlgnoring any background traffic, every time the buffer becomes full, it stays full for 7 + C time mils. Thus packet losses are propoclional to the length of that interval which is an increasing function of 8. In other words. increasing the buffer size increases packet losses.
was in state 2. Gl(t) = A l ( t ) if Gl(t) = Az(t) and
Gl(t) = Az(t) if Gl(t) = A l ( t ) .
Subsequently, for all i = 2, ... , y the G;(t) and G;(t) will be determined recursively Gi(t) = G;-l(t) and Gi(t) = G;-l(t) (10) Clearly, Gi(t) and G;(t), i = 1 , . . . , dent of 6'. Also, for notational economy we define are all indepen- sample path at the switch; these correspond to instances where packets are lost or instances where the buffer ceases to be full. Time instances qzi-l, i = 1,". ,a 2 are a little trickier to obtain since they are not directly observable.
However, depending on the specific protocol used, it may be possible to infer them. In the worse case, the node can probe the network and get an estimate of r. We don't expect that accurate estimate of r is critical to the performance of the estimator, but we will investigate this further in the future. Thus if the switch has estimates of A l ( t ) , Az(t)
and an estimate of r , the only thing required for evaluating (19) are the time derivatives vi and ai. These are evaluated recursively as we show in Section 111-C.
B. IPA for Throughput
As seen in equations (2) and (9) for the evaluation of throughput, we also need to consider the empty period that precedes the busy period. During this period the fluid discharge of the server is equal to the fluid inflow, i.e., Gl(t) + P(t)*. During the BP, the fluid discharge is /3(t), thus during a cycle of an empty period followed by a busy period, the throughput is given by
where, as mentioned earlier, we denote the end point of the previous BP (i.e., W~-~, S * _~) by 1)-I. Differentiating we get 'Note that C , ( t ) corresponds to the ne1 inflow.
Substituting these terms in (8) then all P(wi)u: terms cancel out. So the throughput sample derivative is given by the sum of terms of the form
The throughput derivative is simply a collection of terms which are the product between the net inflow at the instant when the buffer empties times the derivative of that time instant. Next, we derive an iterative algorithm for evaluating these event time derivatives.
C. lime Derivatives
and 71, i = 1,2, . . First, note that
In this section we determine the event time derivatives U:
l:
Differentiating both sides we get where we have used the fact that 
l,<
Thus differentiating with respect to 8 we get
Rearranging terms we get i = l , ... , 9. Finally,
Thus, after differentiating with respect to 8 and rearranging terms we get Finally, we investigate how perturbations propagate from the beginning of a full period to the end of the full period, i.e., from u~i -~ to uzi, i = 1, . . . , 9. For this, we identify two cases.
The time of the occurrence of the e3 event (i.e., u2;. i = 1,. . . ,?) is locally independent of Os.
'Note that this would correspond to a case where the e3 event ( A ( t ; 0) turns from positive to negative) is caused by a change afthe instantaneous rate of the uncontrolled traffic u(t).
C1:
In this case, C2: The event eg dependents on 8. For the purposes of this paper we will consider the following lincar dependence4:
where < = d+ C is a random variable independent of 8. Differentiating, we get
Equations (22)- (27) This follows immediately since (as mentioned earlier)
qzi-1 +I = uzi, i = 1 , . . . , 9 and C is independent of 8.
For the two cases described above, we can also summarize the algorithms.
All occurrences of e3 events are independent of 8,
Note that U$ > 0 since G% (us) < 0 because at ws the buffer empties. Thi:is precisely the result obtained in [I] .
All occurrences of e3 event have a linear dependence with respect to 8 and the previous e2 event. In a simulation environment, it is generally easy to identify which of the two cases above applies and thus use the right formula. For online implementations however, this might not be so easy, since one would have to infer which case applies. One approach would be to just assume that only one of the cases always applies. For examples, in problems with heavy uncontrolled UDP traffic, the moment that the event buffer cease to be furl occurs is likely to be independent of the buffer size 8 and thus for such instances one can use only case 1. Another approach is to just randomize (according to observed probability mass function). In any case the exact implementation of this for online applications is still under investigation.
"Non-linear dependence is also possible but it is out ofthc scope of this paper.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section we present some simulation results that indicate the benefit of this approach. The model used consists of a controlled source with two states (see Fig. 1 
Fig. 3. Simulation remlls
The "Brute Force" curve in Figure 3 shows an estimate of the cost function of (7) with h = 0.2. These estimates are obtained by running long simulations for 8 = 1, . ' ,200 (10 hours for each sample point). Subsequently, we use the algorithm -, o k + l = 8k -U k J k to obtain the optimal buffer threshold. Where U k , k = 1,2,. . . is the step size sequence but for simplicity we used u k = 1 for all k. ji is the sample derivative of the cost function obtained through IPA. Each sample derivative was obtained after observing a sample path of length T = 1000 seconds, however, we point out that significantly shorter observation intervals can also be used at the expense of some oscillations around the optimal point. As indicated in the simulation results, within a single iteration, the controller was able to bring the system very close to the optimality region. This task bas been proven more difficult than earlier work because of the introduction of the round-trip time delay5. The second issue deals with finding the most appropriate TCP hybrid model for the various versions of TCP and verify it. Finally, some implementation issues need to be resolved (e.g., figure out ways of determining the &l ow rates).
